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1895–1952

Peretz Markish wrote the narrative poem The Heap in 1920–1921 after
the wave of pogroms that rolled across Ukraine in 1918–1919. Towns and villages fell under alternate control of the White Army, the Red Army, and the
units of Nikofor Grigoryev and other atamans. Each change of power was accompanied by rivers of Jewish blood. The Heap is poetic witness to that tragedy.
The first edition was published in 1921 in Warsaw, the second, in 1922 in Kiev.
The readers — and in that period 11 million people spoke Yiddish in Europe and America — found a work of unprecedented power. The newspaper
The Jewish Herald, No. 5–6, 1922, wrote: “The Heap creates an amazingly
powerful impression, there are images, entire pages, that are impossible to forget, they burn like hot iron.” But the poem was forgotten for almost a century.
Our edition returns it to the contemporary reader.
Nicolas V. Iljine
Chairman, Jubilee Committee Commemorating Peretz Markish

To you, the murdered people of Ukraine —
how full of you the Earth is!
And also to you, the slaughtered people in the Heap,
in Haroditsh on the shores of the Dnieper,
Kaddish!..
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Dead, I will enter
the day of blood and honey;
my first doves will be
dead observers in the land.
Doves, doves — swoop upward!

O you blind father of mine —
how much debauchery did it take to conceive me,
how many wombs taken for a ride?
Why am I afraid to take a step
in the midst of a world explosion.

My fate is hung
on the bloody moon,
but its vowel-signs are shining.
Bellies, bellies to the dust —
sleep is dawning.

Hey, spread out you flanks of the world!
You extend from the Nile to the Dnieper now.
You with your piercing eyes —
hop, O Heap, with wild fervor
over graves, over thresholds.

On my heart a city is dying insanely —
intersections are creeping out of my shoulders.
O you little goat of sunrise,
exchanged for two pieces of gold —
I am again at your sacrifice.

Blind Samson! Blind strongman!
Hair is again growing on your head.
Off you go to your guard-duty, off to your bow and arrow!
Shake the distant places
and demolish the whole world.

•

•
The city stands sunken in silence up to its hips,
like an overturned wagon in an empty swamp.
Oh at least let someone call on us,
let someone come and say something.
The sunset cries: Woe is me!
like a sparrow-hawk on the roof,
groping like a beggar’s hand.
O Almighty of the universe,
open your starry title-page —
here I am!
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I want to be joined with You in prayer now —
my heart and lips move
only to blaspheme and curse.
Oh my prayed-out, stretched-out hands,
tenfold profaned —
here they are, here!
I have erected a new Tabernacle, God,
in the middle of the marketplace —
a black Heap, like an abscess.
Sit down on its bulging roof
like an old raven on a garbage-can.
My heart, my heart, my prayed-out heart
with all its refuse. Here! Here!
Poke it, place it on the wagon
being brought to you by twenty generations.
I donate it to you!

•

•
A walking-stick lies around and waits for your step,
waits for Cain’s disconnected right leg,
and waits for kidush —
blood from Abel’s throat.
I’m cooling a bag of it for you.
Protected one!
Here a black coach with a sleeping passenger stopped,
stuck in the mud,
and something, something stirs there.
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Oh seething rivers from my eyes,
sucked out for use in purification —
here, here take them,
the black coach and the sleeping passenger
stuck in the mud.
They’re bringing in more, they’re bringing in more,
they’re bringing them —
Take them, cross yourself, and count them out!
A shekel for a head,
a shekel for a head,
and push them away, as always.
I bestow them upon you,
I bestow them.

•

•
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Hey, blind passersby — hey, musicians from Babylon,
from tall lecterns renovated with bricks —
come here to the Heap, the Heap in the city of death!
Hey, musicians — hey, weeping musicians from Babylon,
hey, blind passersby on the road to Bethlehem —
bring down the cymbals from Babylonian rivers,
drink your water-bottles dry, suck on the fiddles
and swear solemnly,
by the hearts of fiddlers,
to build the Babylon of all Babylons,
with fathers for bricks,
with breast-milk for lime,
with children for stones,
in the crown-city of bones!

Hey, blind passersby — hey, musicians from Babylon,
from tall lecterns renovated with bricks.
On the biggest, the tallest, on earthly blood,
on the Heap of dead bodies and drunken corpses
the Holy Mother now lies ravished,
with the pale, blind Child in her arms.
Hey, musicians from Babylon — swear by cymbals,
by the hearts of fiddlers.
Your heads now rise
like fig-trees from Bethlehem
to pierce Heaven
and strip it naked.
Blessed be He who spoke and created the Universe.

•

•
Slowly! Pilgrim winds from rocky, wild lands —
are you planning to tread upon the red snows from the Heap’s brassy head?
Store up enough food for a thousand years, wrapped in elephant skin —
take a blood oath on your wings and I will conduct you myself.
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Here wells lurk for you like the abysses of cut-open bellies,
and bones stick out wildly, like giant horns stuffed with black hooves.
A raging blizzard has been lost in a well for two thousand years
and hasn’t yet reached the longed-for bottom.
Slowly! The Heap climbs up to lick the heavens
like a platter of heaped-up clouds,
and to suck out the marrow from the rotted bones of the decrepit world.
See! The red insanity spurts into the distances and into the seas!
O pilgrim winds! You’ll yet encounter my father on the gallows.
Dead, he is still delousing my mother, sleeping there on the Heap.
Slowly! Step by step, after me, after me myself!

•

•
A crow flies past the Heap —
an old, fat one with a broken beak.
“Where are you flying to, crow,
on this autumn evening?”
“I am flying to bring my whole family here.
They have nothing to nibble on —
they’re swollen with hunger.”
“All right, crow — fly there and bring them back in peace.”
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When the whole family had come,
the old crow gave a sermon on the Heap:
“No more forests, no more fields, no place to go —
we’ll stay and winter here.”
You’ll feel more cheerful, Heap, with the old crows —
children, guests, and acquaintances (no Evil Eye!).
And the crows live here satisfied, without complaints,
with entire families, like black Gypsies.
And their little eggs are warmed by the corpses.
God help you to be fruitful and multiply.

•

•
O sparrow-hawk, my solace —
O garbage heap mixed with snow.
Frozen, I keep babbling at you, like a tearful rag.
I am destined to be your high priest, as in the Tabernacle —
I am destined to assist you in your worship.
Allah! Christ! Shadai! Who else?
Come here, passersby, lost pilgrims!
Come here, lost ones — this is a whorehouse!
From all over the world, from earths and heavens —
I’ll crown you queen of all the mountains, O Heap!
Go roll around all night on the greasy, unclean bellies —
rush to pump out of yourself the last drop of rotting semen,
and celebrate like old, rich, senile sultans.
O weeping sparrow-hawk!
The wings of the wind have taken a blood-oath,
and I, your high priest, am cheerful and alert!

•

•
Oh weep and shriek, you midnight winds,
undersigned with blood specks like bits of sealing-wax.
Unleash your howling at the night like a red torrent,
without signs and without words.
Don’t interfere with the worship
and don’t awaken the guardians.
Black ditches emit smoke
from your scabrous breasts,
the way accursed snakes crawl on their bellies.
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I encircle you with a high fence,
you sleeping pile of garbage with your blackened orphans.
I am one who has known misery!
Let no one come here
and let no one leave here!
A procession meets another one
With clanging cymbals —
On each side they cross themselves.
O comfort yourself, world, with bloody illumination!
And I, like a smoking lantern,
will go alone to wake the murdered ones,
without a stick and without stamping my feet:
“Wake up, you murdered ones in the Heap —
wake up to worship the Creator!”

•

•
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In markets and street-fairs,
strings of fluttering beads, buttons,
and necklaces are sparkling.
Joy flickers on everyone’s face,
there’s a drunken frolic in the Sunday places —
haggling peddlers are dancing.
Every wagon is stuffed with merchandise —
it’s closing time, hurry! A penny more, a penny less!
The beggars play their instruments prayerfully for everyone,
and they measure out pieces of Biblical parchment
with greasy, false measures.
“Hey, strings of beads, buttons, and necklaces!
Wear them in good health!”
And somewhere in a ditch,
a foolish pig pisses on the Ten Commandments
as if on a piece of greasy, foaming rag.

•

•
The belly-button lint of obsolete countries,
of threadbare evenings, bald and sated —
I put a patch on dried-up, rotted breasts
and on a windowless house of God.
Holy, holy, holy!
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The eye-whites of mud-soaked hordes of blind men —
they lick the ends of their eyebrows like worms.
I plead in the fading sunset:
“O God, beloved King!”
My mountainous knees,
chained by the chains of generations
and connected by crossroads —
they howl, my naked legs.

I lay potsherds on your eyes,
and, arising, I name myself after You.
Amen!
From distant, obsolete lands,
from bony, dead blackness,
I now sail here on a stone,
as if on a little log.
I tear myself away from my imprisonment,
Great Seal.
I open up a gate.
and put up a lectern for myself..

•

•
Hey, you storekeepers,
you nocturnal hagglers from old marketplaces,
buriers, weavers of black shrouds —
all of you!
Rise from your mid-day naps,
from your midnight naps,
from your beds!
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From all corners of the world
they are bringing burned-up Bibles
to console you in the Heap, out of brotherhood.
A hundred thousand backs work in relays.
The silver on the black casket is heavy and terrifying —
each one wants to be protected from the holy burden
but longs to touch the funeral casket.
And below, the passing wind whirls the red mud,
wrapped in diapers, a premature baby, an infant.
And frying bodies, with fists smeared with putrefaction,
stir from a smiling sleep and yell crazily:
“Go back! Go back!
There’s no rest for the holy, for Bibles!”
And howling winds laugh:
“Merciful God…”

•

•
I guard Your crucified head here,
from dogs and from ravens,
and from being buried!
I don’t retreat a single step.
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In my eyes,
worms and pieces of intestine
swim vigorously,
and if I even touch a ravished body,
I must not take a step!
God! I lay all the heads down
for You to tread on.
Crows’ wings plumb Your height!
Come down, come down —
we want to crucify You again.

•

•
A day will pass like a passing dove from somewhere.
In its sorrow, it won’t even cast a glance
at anyone from the Tabernacle, with its shredded food.
A hawk and a spit, and it’s away to somewhere else.
Drag the corpses to cities and other places,
to desolate stretches,
and the smell will go away.
And like a beaten, black dog,
the night will come.
It will sniff at the heaped-up pile of garbage,
switch its tail,
and be gone, gone!

•

•
And I’ll call passersby from roads:
“Come in, come in — this is a place of respite,
a holy place where God himself stays.
Come in, you beggars with swollen mouths,
blue and dead —
a meal for twenty centuries has been prepared.
Come in and gorge yourselves
and drink to better days.
L’khayim! May they intercede for us there!
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And I will greet passersby:
“Come! Take! Open the treasure of the Tabernacle.
Stir your sorrow, get drunk with woe.
L’khayim! Jehovah, Christ, and Allah!”
Now, all you unclean corpses — I trust you.
You stay at the gate and rock my sorrow —
alone through the night,
past fear and across the city.
And I will go out
and beg and pray for you:
“Oh give for a Nazarite,
give for one has fallen,
give for a holy man —
from a bag of blood!”

•

•

•
O my crazy feet —
I’ll drive you all night in vain.
Whose wounds, whose weeping thresholds
should I avoid in the waiting world?
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From the serpentine little windows a glow —
but no one comes out or goes in.
At the broken gate sits sorrow, a permanent resident —
sits like a tomcat and waits for guests.
“The sunset is yellow from tigerskins —
cross my threshold, it’s quiet here.”
“O my crazy, insane feet —
I’ll drive you all night today, in vain.”

•

Arise, you gods brought for meals —
the Devil awaits you with refreshments from Job!
Adam’s drunken children are having a party —
all of them, the sheep and the cattle, are grazing in the fields there.
Both honey and white milk are running there,
and there are stalks of wheat, a hundred for each one!
And fat bodies are frying and scabrous.
In the barns, the walls and thatched roofs are bursting from the abundance,
like a woman pregnant with ten children.
And what shall I bring, what shall I choose from?
They’re all the same without a body to be close to.
Alone, at one side, stands a young goat — clear-white, clear-white.
On his neck a little bell,
and he gambols and kicks and never rests and rings his bell.
A turn, a crossing oneself, a blessing over bread,
and a slicing of its neck across its clear-white middle —
and here’s a bag of warm blood for you.
Divide yourselves into three equal groups!
L’Khayim! Jehovah, Christ, and Allah!

•

•
Night has unbuttoned her black mouth,
with its teeth of sparkling stars.
Go row the silver rowboat of the new moon,
you lonely ones.
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Whoever gets no rest on a bed,
whoever gets no healing from the night hours,
go row it naked, without a coffin —
row the silver rowboat of the new moon.
Load it with food to stuff yourself, new moon —
lay a couple of corpses in it,
and quiet crows, like clouds,
will wander around in the silver rowboat of the new moon.

•

•
And the deers of dawn, with hymns of praise
engraved on their horns of pure smoke,
with sunset in their mouths like snowy storks,
anoint the moonrise.
Into the evening heights go the camels,
with turned-up mouths, on the snow-white desert,
like old priests with smoke-impregnated cloaks,
and drag the murdered corpses
across the Dnieper on wooden wagons.
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They’ve just come from having a warm heart,
are full of blood and still warm,
and tremble arm-in-arm with the heights of the evening.
Why, camels, are you walking to the Dnieper,
concealed like thieves by clay and wood and fire?
Why, camels, are you going to the water like potters?
Oh potsherds — the Dnieper loves potsherds!
And the corpses have purified themselves
and have laid themselves down on wooden rafts.
And the camels walk with heads held high.
Their mouths turned upward, they weep in the desert.

•

•
Hey, come from the silence
to the nocturnal marketplace here —
for nocturnal trading in beards and bones.
And camels weep in the desert sunset
and pull the wagons to the marketplace for trade,
with winds for drivers
and rain for whips.
They’ve been three times sown and nine times reaped.
And the shore lies there, like a ragged cloud,
and stretches out its upper lip for purification.
And the deers of dawn,
with hymns of praise engraved on their horns of pure smoke,
and with sunset in their mouths like snowy storks,
anoint the moonrise.

•

•
O you deers of the Dnieper — the sunset’s dowry
cashed in for Ukrainian girls —
today I will be your destined mate!
Authorized by a land of sunset,
I go now to be sanctified,
O you deers of the Dnieper!
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Dnieper, Dnieper, river of purification —
no more carved rafts are to be seen in your currents.
Brothers of mine, torn away,
swim dead, without attendants.
Stay awake all night today,
you Ukrainian girls!
Dowry — scum from the river-foam!
Tonight I will be the destined one.

•
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•

•

You, to my angry wonderment,
the generational remnants long delayed —
how many of you are there?

Mouths like stalks stretch out to skinny teats
from the heights, sealed with clouds.
Will the sky at least give a drip?

Called to wonders,
churches, bell-like wings —
don’t wait, goad them!

And the skies, like blue tin teapots,
bent over, bend to the naked cheeks —
will they at least once drip a drop?

Twenty coming centuries
with me in the Tabernacle.
A new cross — go spit on it!

With crooked little hairs like twisted wires,
a wheel argues sullenly.
Will the wind at least give a wave?

Me, the mezuzah,
nailed up at the entrance to the gates of the fortress —
all, all of you are blasphemers!

And sunsets chewing their cuds on trampled grass,
as if on little bones from little children’s hands —
will a miracle not happen already?

•

•

•
Oh generation after generation will come and go,
in bread and in salt and overworked with worries —
They may stop to caress and count the pennies
by the dim crow-shine of the Tabernacle.
And will they sometimes wish themselves sunshine
if in the midst of the meal of wordly brightness
the outdoors gets murky
and thresholds start weeping?
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A ghost swims into the open world,
scratches its back on the sun, and blasphemes:
“I’m itchy! I stink, brothers and sisters!”
They smoke up the glass of broken windows —
they stare at mountains near the ocean.
A wonder, a wonder, a miracle?!
The daytime sun is obscured by blood and pus
from the Heap of corpses,
the Babylon of dead people.

And the Heap, a muddy cloud, blasphemes:
“Who will purify me
and who will console me?
And from what kind of Flood
will doves from a wondrous Ark
lead me here to the city of death?
“O wind from the desert,
you’ll remain faithful to me.
Perhaps Prometheus will blow me a kiss
from his rocky cliff.
“Go past me, past me!
My head will not provide a resting-place
for any Ark;
my heart will not be a drink
for any desert.
Live in your blood!
Live in your blood!”

•

•
They don’t want to rent me
my own lectern
in any city in the world.
They curse me:
“O ravished one!”
Oh to tear you, bleeding, my Heap
from the middle of the earth —
to carry you on my back with God,
as on a corpse-bed.
To run and run,
to uproot the cliffs
and let cliff confront cliff
and battle one another.
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O generation of exaggeration!
And to lie down and froth —
throw stones at me,
stones, stones,
till the deers of dawn appear.
I dream of skies bursting with grapes —
thousands of stars in the mouths of birds.
Who will reap them
and who will gather them?
O burning stars from a pecked-out eye!
You are looking for an opening in the brassy snows
and in the bloody valley of my chest,
so here is my heart as a red amulet —
the restlessly red, bloody banner!

•
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•

•

Tonight is a milky night —
it’s like a little jug of moonshine set out to curdle.
Don’t be fearful of my restless foot-tapping, O black cats —
I’m here to announce a decree from Queen Heap:
she is throwing the Ten Commandments back to the mountain!

God is wandering, bloody, in the streets,
accompanied by both bellringers’ joyous wild jabbering
and your dances, O second Babylonian Golgotha.

Her mouth smokes thirstily, like a glowing crater,
and her guzzling is sorrowful,
as if her mouth had been singed by black marrow.
Hey, mountains and marketplaces —
I call you with my song to swear an oath —
the Heap is bloodying the Ten Commandments
on Mount Sinai!
Two birds whirl around her mouth,
chattering and swearing,
and wrap her tongue tightly
like a burning roll of parchment,
and place a crown of foaming stars on her head.

To you, to you, O Heap of garbage, O Queen Mountain!
Your body will be nailed to the middle of the marketplace,
the way a pock-marked city is nailed to the earth.
Golgotha! Churches are already counting out
the silver for God,
like nocturnal hagglers.
A blinding hail has snowed from your crown
onto your footsteps.
I hammer the first nail into your wings
on your high Babylonian walls, O Heap.
At the first drop of blood from your hands,
a thirsty, prayerful water-bottle
has already placed its mouth under them,
a mouth burning with the dawn.

O Mount Sinai!
Lick the blue mud out of the overturned bowl of Heaven!
And meow, meow like a cat in a midnight prayer —
Queen Heap spits the Ten Commandments back in your face!

And at your anointed feet, in white sorrow,
nineteen generations, like nineteen blind Magdalenes,
beg forgiveness!

•

•

•
Don’t! Don’t lick the Heavenly tallow
from my sticky beard —
brown streams are pouring from my mouth.
O brown mixture of blood and sawdust!
Don’t! Don’t touch the vomitus on the Earth’s black thighs!
Away! I stink — vermin are crawling on me!
You’re looking for your parents here? Your dear friend?
We’re here! We’re here! But our flesh stinks!
Away! We’re joyously delousing ourselves with our brassy hands.
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It’s a Heap of dirty clothes from bottom to top.
Here — whatever you desire, crazy wind, scratch it out for yourself!
A child? A bride? The church sits right across from you, like a skunk,
next to a heap of strangled infants.
O tallow skies! We’re here. We’re here! All of us!
May you wear your Sabbath garments for many years!
Wear them in good health, in joy — all of you!
On the 11th day of Tishrei, in the year 5681 (1921 C.E.) —
in God’s name!
Amen!

•
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